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PRODUCT FAMILY: THERMOSTATIC FAUCETS - THERMOMIX LINE
CODE: TMTI12D3ML
DESCRIPTION:
Thermostatic mixer for wall concealing with 3 way diverter and on/off tap.
HYDRAULIC PERFORMANCES:
With thermostatic mixer and 1/2"G connections
Flow rate at free spout: 17,5 l/min (3 bar)

CERTIFICATIONS:
TUV certification UNI EN ISO 9001:2008.
WRAS and ACS certified thermostatic cartridge

PRODUCT FEATURES:
Wall concealed thermostatic mixer with ceramic disc diverter, with 3 outlets and a stop position, Minimal line.
Also available with a round plate.
Brass body, chrome plated brass finishes, knobs, chrome-plated ABS.
Temperature control knob with scale and lock button at 38°C. Interchangeable cartridge with filters and check valves on the inlets.
The thermostatic mixing valve automatically adjusts to a predetermined value the water temperature by mixing the hot and cold water, regardless of
variations in pressure and temperature of the incoming water.
Therefore it allows the maximum comfort, a considerable energy saving and avoids the danger of accidental scalding.
The filters and the check valve can be easily inspected.
Installation depth from 60 to 74 mm. It comes with a cover for wall-mounting.

DATI TECNICI:
Connections: ½ " G female
Maximum pressure (static): 1,000 kPa (10 bar)
Working pressure (dynamic): 100 ÷ 500 kPa (1 to 5 Bar)
Maximum inlet temperature: 85°C
Control range 30 to 50°C
Safety Lock: 38°C
Diverter with ceramic discs with 3 outlets + stop
Capacity of a single outlet, free spout: 17.5 l/min (3 bar)
Faucet with ceramic discs - MOVEMENT 90 DEGREES
Fittings with non-return valves and filters can be inspected
Cover for wall mounting
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MAINTENANCE:
DO NOT use steel wool or cleaning agents containing alcohol, chlorine, acids,
abrasives or similar.
The use of any of the prohibited products of cleaning or maintenance could damage
the surface of the faucet.
To clean the surface use ONLY soap and water, then dry with a clean cloth or towel.
Do not use abrasive or roughsponges.

PRODUCT LISTING:
N° 1 Body in molded brass UNI EN 12165 CW617N
N° - Shutter and internal parts in brass UNI EN 12164 CW614N
N° - Stainless steel springs AISI 302
N° 1 O-ring NBR
N° 2 Handles in chromed ABS
N° 1 Plate in polished and chromium plated brass
N° 1 diverter with ceramic discs

TOLERANCES:
PACKAGING OF THE PRODUCT:
Packaging in a cardboard box
Weight: 2,3 kg without packaging
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